Mr Chair,
Chairperson, Excellencies, Distinguished Colleagues,
It is an honour for me to participate in the 6th Session Committee of Statistics of the United Nations ESCAP.

First of all, I wish to thank to the UNESCAP Statistics Division for preparing DRAFT declaration titled ‘Navigating policy with data to leave no one behind’

I would like to inform you that currently Indonesia already make a policy to incorporated One Data Policy, to integrated data from NSO and Line Ministry to become “one data” for answer the need for navigating policy to leave no one behind. This One Data Policy is fully supported by Ministry of Planning, BPS, and Other Line Ministry, especially Ministry of Communication and Technology. Besides that, there is also One Map Policy to completed concept of one data policy.

BPS, Statistics Indonesia also make a good collaboration, by extended the network with ADB for producing data related to the Inter-censal Agricultural Survey, also working group within Asean Groups Countries in coordinating SDGs

The other partnership is also build closely with UN Woman, especially in producing data related to violence against women, role of women in the campaign of anti-corruption, also in producing data related to the women working in the informal sector

With Paris 21, BPS – Statistics Indonesia also having support in accommodating NSDS, especially in strengthening National Statistical System and One Data Policy.

BPS – Statistics Indonesia, also using big data, using mobile positioning data to obtain information or data related to the commuter and tourism

Thankyou